Abstract: To recognize individuals, the brain often integrates audiovisual information from familiar or unfamiliar faces, voices, and auditory names. To date, the effects of the semantic familiarity of stimuli on audiovisual integration remain unknown. In this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we used familiar/unfamiliar facial images, auditory names, and audiovisual face-name pairs as stimuli to determine the influence of semantic familiarity on audiovisual integration. First, we performed a general linear model analysis using fMRI data and found that audiovisual integration occurred for familiar congruent and unfamiliar face-name pairs but not for familiar incongruent pairs. Second, we decoded the familiarity categories of the stimuli (familiar vs. unfamiliar) from the fMRI data and calculated the reproducibility indices of the brain patterns that corresponded to familiar and unfamiliar stimuli. The decoding accuracy rate was significantly higher for familiar congruent versus unfamiliar face-name pairs (83.2%) than for familiar versus unfamiliar faces (63.9%) and for familiar versus unfamiliar names (60.4%). This increase in decoding accuracy was not observed for familiar incongruent versus unfamiliar pairs. Furthermore, compared with the brain patterns associated with facial images or auditory names, the reproducibility index was significantly improved for the brain patterns of familiar congruent face-name pairs but not those of familiar incongruent or unfamiliar pairs. Our results indicate the modulatory effect that semantic familiarity has on audiovisual integration. Specifically, neural representations were enhanced for familiar congruent face-name pairs compared with visual-only faces and auditory-only names, whereas this enhancement effect was not observed for familiar incongruent or unfamiliar pairs. Hum Brain Mapp 37:4333-4348, 2016.
INTRODUCTION
The recognition of other individuals is a crucial component of social interaction. According to Bruce and Young [1986] information-processing model and its variants [Burton et al., 1990; Ellis et al., 1997; Stevenage et al., 2012; Valentine et al., 1991] , this recognition might involve the processing of an individual's face, name and voice through separate yet parallel and interacting pathways [Belin et al., 2004; Blank et al., 2015; Campanella and Belin, 2007] . Face-voice integration arises from the interaction between the face and voice pathways, which have been the focus of many studies [Fairhall and Macaluso, 2009; Focker et al., 2011; GonzalezCastillo and Talavage, 2011; Joassin et al., 2004; Kamachi et al., 2003] . Face-voice integration might be partially segregated according to the type of information being integrated, e.g., speech information, affective information or identity information [Belin et al., 2004; Campanella and Belin, 2007] . Several studies have also addressed the neural mechanisms of visual face-name pair identification that arises from the interaction between the face and name pathways. For instance, both faces and names activate several brain areas, including the middle frontal lobe, middle parietal cortex (precuneus), and posterior cingulate cortex [Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998 ]. Furthermore, precuneus and middle frontal lobe activation is more extensive for familiar faces and names. The interaction between the face and name pathways might also involve visual faces and their corresponding spoken names. Audiovisual face-name pairs can appear in movies, television news, or social communication, and a name can be spoken by the individual with the corresponding face or by other individuals. To the best of our knowledge, however, no studies have investigated the audiovisual integration of face-name pairs, although it often occurs during person perception and social communication.
An audiovisual face-name pair can be familiar or unfamiliar. The mechanism through which semantic familiarity modulates the audiovisual integration of face-name pairs remains unclear. Several factors such as spatiotemporal contiguity [Pourtois and de Gelder, 2002; Stein and Meredith, 1993] , crossmodal attention [Donohue et al., 2011; Koelewijn et al., 2010; Talsma et al., 2010] , and the level of noise in audiovisual stimuli [Holmes, 2007] can influence audiovisual integration at the sensory or semantic levels. For instance, single-cell recordings [Meredith and Stein, 1983; Meredith and Stein, 1996] and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments [Amedi et al., 2005; Calvert, 2001] have demonstrated that neural responses in the posterior superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus (pSTS/MTG) to audiovisual stimulation are the most pronounced for stimuli that coincide in space and time. More recent studies have indicated that semantic factors such as semantic congruence and stimulus familiarity can influence audiovisual integration [Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008; Yuval-Greenberg and Deouell, 2007] . For example, the semantic congruence of audiovisual stimuli increases activity in the lateral ventral and medial temporal cortex as well as the bilateral lingual gyrus, whereas semantic incongruence increases activity in regions of the left inferior frontal cortex [Belardinelli et al., 2004; Noppeney et al., 2008] . Hein et al. observed integration effects in the pSTS and superior temporal gyrus (STG) for highly familiar and semantically congruent audiovisual pairings (e.g., familiar animal sounds and images) and in the IFC for unfamiliar object images and sounds [Hein et al., 2007] . However, the effects of semantic factors on the neural correlates of audiovisual integration remain largely unknown. For audiovisual face-name pairs, we expect that semantic factors such as semantic familiarity will influence audiovisual integration; however, corresponding results have not been reported. In particular, research is needed regarding the effects of these semantic factors on the neural representations of audiovisual face-name pairs.
This study investigated the modulatory effects of semantic familiarity on the audiovisual integration of face-name pairs. According to the model of face and voice processing, integration involves both direct crosstalk between unimodal face or voice processing modules and interactions between unimodal face and voice regions and higher order, supramodal integration regions [Belin et al., 2004; Campanella and Belin, 2007] . This model suggests that information is transferred between these regions [Blank et al., 2011 [Blank et al., , 2015 Ethofer et al., 2012] . This neural mechanism might enhance the neural representations of the attended facial and vocal features (e.g., gender-or emotion-related features) of given audiovisual stimuli compared with V-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions, as we demonstrated previously [Li et al., 2015] . We expect that a similar neural mechanism underlies the audiovisual integration of face-name pairs and speculate that the differential integration of semantically familiar and unfamiliar face-name pairs occurs at the semantic level. Specifically, audiovisual semantic integration might enhance and enrich neural representations for semantically familiar congruent face-name pairs but not semantically familiar incongruent or unfamiliar pairs compared with visually presented faces or spoken names alone. To test this hypothesis, we conducted an fMRI experiment in which subjects were presented with visual-only facial images, auditory-only names or audiovisual face-name pairs that were semantically familiar and congruent, familiar and incongruent or unfamiliar and instructed to judge the familiarity of the stimuli (familiar vs. unfamiliar). We applied a multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) to the fMRI data to directly assess the encoded semantic information related to the familiar feature, thereby observing the neural modulatory effects of the semantic familiarity of the stimuli upon the audiovisual integration of face-name pairs.
vision and normal hearing) participated in this study. All subjects provided written informed consent before the experiment. The Ethics Committee of Guangdong General Hospital, China approved the experimental protocol.
Experimental Stimuli and Design
For each subject, the visual stimuli included 45 images of familiar faces (friends, classmates, and relatives) and 45 images of unfamiliar faces (taken from the Internet). A woman spoke the auditory stimuli that included 45 semantically familiar Chinese names, each of which corresponded to a familiar face, and 45 semantically unfamiliar Chinese names derived from the Internet. Here, we prepared the auditory stimuli simulating the case: During face-name learning, the name corresponding to a face was often spoken by someone other than that individual. The subject provided the familiar facial images and names. The experimenter prepared the unfamiliar faces and names for each subject and tested the subject with these stimuli to ensure semantic unfamiliarity. We also processed these stimuli using Photoshop in the following way: Each image was converted to gray scale and adjusted to subtend 10.78 3 8.78 of the visual angle, and the luminance levels of the images were matched by adjusting the power value of each image (i.e., the sum of the squares of the pixel gray values; see examples in Fig. 1A ). Each spoken name lasted approximately 1.5 s. The audio-power levels of these spoken names were matched by adjusting the total power value of each audio clip (Fig. 1A) . Familiar audiovisual congruent face-name pairs were obtained by pairing the familiar facial images with their corresponding names, whereas the familiar audiovisual incongruent face-name pairs were generated by pairing familiar facial images with different names from other familiar individuals. To construct the unfamiliar audiovisual face-name pairs, we randomly paired each unfamiliar face with an unfamiliar name. In the following sections, the familiarity of the facial images, spoken names and face-name pairs as well as the audiovisual congruence of the familiar face-name pairs were considered. During the experiment, the visual stimuli were projected onto a screen using an LCD projector (SA-9900 fMRI Stimulation System, Shenzhen Sinorad Medical Electronics, Inc.), and the subjects viewed the visual (A) Two examples of the audiovisual face-name pairs. For a semantically familiar congruent/incongruent face-name pair, the face image and spoken name were matched/unmatched, whereas a semantically unfamiliar face-name pair was constructed using an unfamiliar face image and an unfamiliar spoken name from the Internet. (B) Trial time course. A stimulus was presented for 1.5 s and repeated four times during the initial 8 s of a trial. A fixation cross ("1") appeared on the 8th second, persisted for 6 s (response period), and changed colour on the 12th second. The subject made a familiarity judgement during the response period.
stimuli through a mirror mounted on a head coil. The auditory stimuli were delivered through a pneumatic headset (SA-9900 fMRI Stimulation System, Shenzhen Sinorad Medical Electronics, Inc.).
Each subject participated in four runs on a day, which were presented in a random order. Each run was composed of 70 trials (7 blocks of 10 trials), which corresponded to 70 visual-only, auditory-only, or audiovisual stimuli. Two runs were performed under visual-only and auditory-only conditions in which the visual-only stimuli included 35 familiar and 35 unfamiliar facial images (Vfami-unfami run), whereas the auditory-only stimuli included 35 familiar and 35 unfamiliar spoken names (Afami-unfami run). The other two runs were conducted under audiovisual conditions. Specifically, the stimuli in an audiovisual run included 35 familiar congruent facename pairs and 35 unfamiliar face-name pairs (AV-famicong-unfami run), whereas the stimuli in another audiovisual run contained 35 familiar incongruent face-name pairs and 35 unfamiliar face-name pairs (AV-fami-incongunfami run), none of which overlapped with the facename pairs presented in the AV-fami-cong-unfami run. Blank periods (gray screen with no auditory stimulation) of 20 s were placed between subsequent blocks. At the beginning of each run, five volumes were taken over a 10 s interval with no stimulation. The 70 stimuli were randomly assigned to the 70 trials, and the familiarity categories (familiar vs. unfamiliar) were balanced within each block. The subjects were asked to pay attention to the familiarity of the stimuli presented in each run (see Fig.  1A ) and identify each stimulus as familiar or unfamiliar. Specifically, at the beginning of each block, a short instruction (e.g., "familiar 1 and unfamiliar 2" or "familiar 2 and unfamiliar 1") was displayed on the screen in Chinese for 4 s. For example, the instruction "familiar 1 and unfamiliar 2" instructed the subject to press key 1 for a familiar stimulus and key 2 for an unfamiliar stimulus. The two keys were pseudo-randomly assigned to the familiar and unfamiliar stimuli in each block. At the beginning of each trial, a visual-only, auditory-only, or audiovisual stimulus was presented for 1.5 s and then followed by a 0.5 s blank period. This 2 s cycle repeated four times with the same stimulus to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the fMRI responses and was followed by a 6 s blank period except that a fixation cross appeared on the screen to cue the subjects to press the keys according to the instruction for that block. For the AV-fami-incong-unfami run with familiar incongruent and unfamiliar face-name pairs, the subjects pressed the "familiar" key in response to familiar incongruent face-name pairs. The fixation cross changed colour on the 12th second to indicate that the next trial would begin shortly (2 s later, see Fig. 1B ). Each run lasted 1,148 s. Note that we did not present familiar congruent, familiar incongruent or unfamiliar face-name pairs in the same audiovisual run; Otherwise, there would be 105 trials in the audiovisual condition, and the imbalance of the number of trials in the audiovisual condition, visual-only condition (70 trials), and auditory-only condition (70 trials) would not be useful for the comparison between these conditions.
fMRI Data Collection
The fMRI data were collected using a GE Signal Excite HD 3 T MR scanner at Guangdong General Hospital, China. A three-dimesnsional (3D) anatomical T1-weighted scan (FOV, 280 mm; matrix, 256 3 256; 128 slices; and slice thickness: 1.8 mm) was acquired before the functional scan for each subject each day. During the experiment, gradient-echo echo-planar (EPI) T2*-weighted images (25 slices acquired in an ascending noninterleaved order; TR 5 2,000 ms, TE 5 35 ms, flip angle 5 708; FOV: 280 mm, matrix: 64 3 64, slice thickness: 5.5 mm, no gap) were acquired, covering the entire brain.
Data Processing

Preprocessing
The fMRI data were preprocessed using SPM8 [Friston et al., 1994] and custom functions in MATLAB 7.4 (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Specifically, in each run, the first five volumes collected before magnetisation equilibrium was reached were discarded before the analysis. The following preprocessing steps were then performed on the fMRI data collected in each run: head-motion correction, slicetiming correction, co-registration between the functional and structural scans, normalization to the MNI standard brain, data masking to exclude nonbrain voxels, timeseries detrending, and normalization of the time series in each block to a zero mean and one-unit variance.
General linear model (GLM) analysis
The fMRI experiment included four runs corresponding to the V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-fami-congunfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions, respectively. We performed a voxel-wise group analysis of the fMRI data based on a mixed-effect two-level GLM in SPM8 to determine whether audiovisual integration occurred for the familiar and unfamiliar stimuli in the AV-fami-cong-unfami and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions. Specifically, the fMRI data from each subject were input into a first-level GLM, and the estimated beta coefficients across all subjects were then combined and analysed with a second-level GLM. We first compared the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition to the V-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions using the statistical criteria outlined below. Regarding the familiar congruent/unfamiliar stimuli, the following statistical criteria were used to identify the brain areas that exhibited audiovisual integration: Macaluso and Driver, 2005] , in which \ denotes the intersection of the two sets. For each subject, we also computed the percent signal changes in the identified pSTS/ MTG clusters with a region-of-interest (ROI)-based analysis (in MATLAB toolbox MarsBaR-0.43 [Brett et al., 2002] ). We identified the clusters that consisted of significantly activated voxels in the bilateral pSTS/MTG using the group GLM analysis described above. We also estimated the GLM model based on the mean BOLD signals of the clusters, and computed the percent signal change in each cluster as the ratio of the maximum of the estimated event response to the baseline. Next, we performed a similar analysis to compare the AV-fami-incong-unfami condition with the V-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions.
MVPA procedure
We performed an MVPA analysis of the fMRI data. The MVPA procedure was similar to that described in our previous study [Li et al., 2015] . Each subject performed four experimental runs: V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-fami-cong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami. For each run, we first calculated two reproducibility indices of brain patterns corresponding to the familiar and unfamiliar categories by applying the MVPA method to the fMRI data. Higher reproducibility indicates stronger similarities within each class of brain patterns associated with the familiar or unfamiliar category. Using the fMRI data, we also decoded the familiarity categories (familiar vs. unfamiliar) of the stimuli for the subject. Below, we explain the MVPA procedure for each run.
The calculation of the reproducibility indices and the decoding for each experimental run/condition were performed through the sevenfold cross-validation illustrated in Figure 2 . Specifically, the data from the 70 trials were evenly partitioned into seven nonoverlapping datasets. For the kth fold of the cross-validation (k 5 1, . . ., 7), the kth dataset (10 trials) was used for the test, and the remaining six datasets (60 trials) were used for voxel selection and classifier training. Following the sevenfold crossvalidation, the average reproducibility indices and the decoding accuracy rates were calculated across all folds. The data processing for the kth fold included the following steps. (1) Voxel selection. A spherical searchlight algorithm was applied to the training dataset for voxel selection [Kriegeskorte et al., 2006] . Specifically, this algorithm was sequentially centred at each voxel with a 3-mm radius searchlight that highlighted 19 voxels. Within each searchlight corresponding to a voxel, we computed a Fisher ratio through a Fisher linear discriminant analysis to indicate the level of discrimination between the two categories (familiar vs. unfamiliar) in the local neighbourhood of that voxel. In this way, a Fisher ratio map was obtained for the entire brain. We selected the K informative voxels with the highest Fisher ratios (e.g., K 5 1,600 in this study). (2) fMRI activity pattern estimation. Using the selected voxels, a Kdimensional pattern vector was constructed for each trial in the training and test datasets. Specifically, because of the delayed hemodynamic response, we calculated each element of the pattern vector as the mean BOLD response of a selected voxel over 6 to 14 s of the trial (the last four volumes of each trial). (3) Reproducibility index calculation. We used cos u as a reproducibility index to assess the similarities in the fMRI activity patterns elicited by the stimuli, where u is the angle between two pattern vectors, and larger cos u values indicate higher similarities. Specifically, we extracted 10 pattern vectors corresponding to the 10 trials of the test dataset, with five vectors in each class (familiar or unfamiliar stimuli). For each pair of pattern vectors within the same class, we calculated a reproducibility index. The mean of the reproducibility indices from each class was defined as a reproducibility index for the kth fold. Thus, two reproducibility indices were obtained for familiar and unfamiliar stimuli. (4) Decoding/prediction. To predict familiarity categories of the stimuli for the kth fold, a linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier was trained based on the pattern vectors of the labelled training data (11 and 21 for the familiar and unfamiliar stimuli, respectively). The familiarity category of each trial of the test data was then predicted by applying the SVM to the corresponding pattern vector. After the seven-fold cross-validation, we obtained the decoding accuracy of each trial.
Localization of informative voxels
Using the data from the AV-fami-cong-unfami run, we obtained a voxel set, denoted V, which was informative for the two familiarity categories (familiar congruent vs. unfamiliar) as below. For each subject, we performed a sevenfold cross-validation for familiarity category decoding, as described previously. Based on the SVM training in each fold, we obtained an SVM weight map for the entire brain (the unselected voxels were assigned a weight of zero). The SVM weights reflected the importance of the voxels for decoding. By averaging the weight maps across all folds and all subjects, an actual group weight map was obtained for the differentiation of the familiarity categories. We then performed 1,000 permutations to obtain 1,000 group weight maps for the familiarity categories. Each group weight map was constructed as described above with the exception that, for each subject, the labels of all trials in the AV-fami-cong-unfami run were randomly assigned. To control the family-wise error (FWE) rate, a null distribution was constructed using the 1,000 maximum voxel weights, each of which was derived from a group weight map constructed in a permutation [Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003] . By thresholding the actual group weight map using the 95th percentile of the null distribution, we obtained the informative voxel set V.
RESULTS
Behavioral Results
All subjects successfully performed the discrimination task (familiar vs. unfamiliar) under the V-fami-unfami, A-famiunfami, AV-fami-cong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions. The average accuracy rates of all subjects for all conditions was >96%. The response accuracy did not significantly differ amongst the stimulus conditions (P > 0.05, one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with condition as the four-level factor [V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-famicong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami]).
To examine the behavioral benefits of audiovisual integration, we conducted another behavioral experiment involving these 12 subjects using a procedure similar to that used in the fMRI experiment, except that the stimulus was presented only once for each trial, and the stimuli were presented with added Gaussian noise (signal noise rates: 26 dB for visual stimuli and 212 dB for auditory stimuli). The average accuracy rates with standard deviations were 0.849 6 0.0579, 0.831 6 0.053, 0.976 6 0.0234, and 0.898 6 0.081 for the V-fami-unfami condition, A-fami-unfami condition, AV-fami-cong-unfami condition, and AV-fami-incong-unfami condition, respectively. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with condition as the four-level factor (V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-famicong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami) with regard to response accuracy indicated a significant main effect of stimulus condition (P < 0.001, F (3,33) 5 8.387). Furthermore, post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests indicated that the accuracy rate was significantly higher for the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition than for the V-fami-unfami condition, A-famiunfami condition, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions (all P < 0.05). No significant differences were found amongst the V-fami-unfami condition, A-fami-unfami condition, and AVfami-incong-unfami conditions (all P > 0.05). The average response times with standard deviations were 1.691 6 0.272, 2.188 6 0.182, 1.255 6 0.210, and 2.596 6 0.166 s for the V-famiunfami condition, A-fami-unfami condition, AV-fami-congunfami condition, and AV-fami-incong-unfami condition, respectively. The response time for each trial began at stimulus onset. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with condition as the four-level factor (V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AVfami-cong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami) with regard to response time indicated a significant main effect of stimulus condition (P < 0.001, F (3,33) 5 74). Furthermore, post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests indicated that the response time was significantly lower for the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition compared with the V-fami-unfami condition, A-famiunfami condition, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions (all P < 0.05). No significant differences were found amongst the V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions (all P > 0.05).
Brain Areas Associated With Audiovisual Integration at the Sensory Level
Four experimental runs corresponded to the V-famiunfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-fami-cong-unfami, and AVfami-incong-unfami conditions (see Experimental procedures and methods). To determine whether audiovisual integration occurred, we performed a GLM analysis of the fMRI data at the group level and identified the heteromodal areas that exhibited enhanced neural responses in the audiovisual conditions (see Experimental procedures and methods). Specifically, we compared the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition with both the V-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions separately regarding the familiar and unfamiliar stimuli using the following criteria: [AV > max (A,V) (P < 0.05, FWE-corrected)] \ [V > 0 and A > 0 (P < 0.05, uncorrected)]. Similar comparisons were also performed for the AV-fami-incong-unfami condition and the V-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions. Figure 3 and Table I show audiovisual integration of the familiar audiovisual congruent and unfamiliar audiovisual face-name pairs but not for the familiar incongruent face-name pairs.
Decoding Results
For each experimental run of each subject, we separately decoded the familiarity categories (i.e., familiar and unfamiliar) of the stimuli from the collected fMRI data using the MVPA method (see Experimental procedures and methods). We systematically varied the number of selected voxels from 25 to 3,000 to decode the familiarity categories, and the average decoding accuracy rates of all subjects are shown in Figure 4A . With different numbers of selected voxels for decoding, we were able to obtain different accuracy rates. Generally, we needed to determine an optimal/suboptimal number of voxels based on the training data to obtain a satisfactory decoding result. As Figure 4A shows, through the consideration of varying numbers of voxels, we easily observed that the decoding accuracies were higher for the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition than for the V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, or AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions. Thus, we did not need to determine an optimal/suboptimal number of selected voxels for decoding, which simplified our data analysis. As an example, we used 1,600 selected voxels to present the decoding and statistical results. The decoding results obtained from these 1,600 selected voxels are shown in Figure 4B . Furthermore, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with condition as a four-level factor (V-famiunfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-fami-cong-unfami, and AV-famiincong-unfami conditions) indicated a significant main effect of stimulus condition (P < 10 26 , F (3,33) 5 18.67). Post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests regarding stimulus condition indicated that the decoding accuracy was significantly higher for the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition (83.2 6 2.3%) than for the V-fami-unfami (63.9 6 3.5%), A-fami-unfami (60.4 6 2.3%), or AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions (67.9 6 1.2%; all P < 0.005, corrected). No significant differences were observed amongst the V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions (all P > 0.05). According to Figure 4A , the decoding accuracy rates for each condition did not significantly vary for numbers of selected voxels larger than 1,600. Thus, we were able to use any number between 1,600 and 3,000 of selected voxels to obtain similar comparison results.
Although the voxels selected based on the training data were informative, a small number of voxels (e.g., 50 voxels) were not sufficient for effective decoding (see Fig. 4 ). In this case, the decoding accuracy significantly improved after adding informative voxels. For instance, a significant increase in decoding accuracy occurred after 50 voxels was augmented to 600 voxels (Fig. 4A) . However, after the number of voxels increased to 1,600 (Fig. 4A) , the decoding accuracy did not significantly vary with respect to the number of voxels. In this case, more voxels might represent redundant information.
Reproducibility
Using the MVPA method, we calculated two reproducibility curves with respect to the number of selected voxels (from 25 to 3,000), corresponding to the familiar and unfamiliar categories within each experimental run (see Experimental procedures and methods). These curves are shown in Figure 5A ,C. As an example, Figure 5B ,D show the reproducibility indices obtained using 1,600 selected voxels for familiar and unfamiliar stimuli. As Figure 5A shows, we easily observed that the reproducibility indices of the familiar stimuli were significantly higher for the audiovisual congruent face-name pairs than for the audiovisual incongruent face-name pairs, facial images, or auditory names after considering varying numbers of voxels, whereas the reproducibility indices of the familiar stimuli did not significantly differ amongst the AV-fami-incongunfami, V-fami-unfami, and A-fami-unfami conditions. It follows from Figure 5C that the reproducibility indices of the unfamiliar stimuli did not significantly differ amongst the AV-fami-cong-unfami, AV-fami-incong-unfami, Vfami-unfami, and A-fami-unfami conditions.
In the following analysis, we used 1,600 selected voxels as an example to present the statistical results. We performed a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with condition as a four-level factor (V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-famicong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions) and stimulus familiarity as a two-level factor (familiar and unfamiliar) for the reproducibility indices. Significant main effects of stimulus condition (P < 10 24 , F (3,33) 5 9.68) and stimulus familiarity (P < 0.001, F (1,11) 5 20.66) were observed (Fig. 5B,D) . In addition, a significant interaction between stimulus condition and familiarity was found (P < 10 26 , F (3,33) 5 18.33). A oneway repeated measures ANOVA with condition as a fourlevel factor (V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-fami-congunfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions) indicated a significant main effect of stimulus condition (P < 10 26 , F (3,33) 5 18.1; Fig. 5B ) with regard to the reproducibility indices for familiar stimuli. Furthermore, post hoc Bonferronicorrected paired t-tests indicated that the reproducibility index was significantly higher for familiar audiovisual congruent stimuli than for familiar visual-only, auditory-only, or audiovisual incongruent stimuli (all P < 0.005, corrected). No significant differences were observed amongst familiar visual-only, auditory-only, and audiovisual incongruent stimuli (all P > 0.05). In addition, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with condition as a four-level factor (V-fami-unfami, A-famiunfami, AV-fami-cong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami The average decoding accuracies of the familiar vs. unfamiliar stimuli across all subjects for the V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-fami-cong-unfami, and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions. (A) Decoding accuracy curves with respect to the numbers of selected voxels. (B) Decoding accuracy rates obtained with 1,600 selected voxels. *P < 0.005, corrected; **P < 0.001, corrected. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] r Audiovisual Integration of Face-Name Pairs r r 4341 r conditions) did not indicate a significant main effect of stimulus condition (P 5 0.12, F (3,33) 5 2.13; Fig. 5D ) regarding the reproducibility indices of the unfamiliar stimuli.
Informative Voxels
Using the data collected in the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition, we obtained voxels that were informative for discriminating familiarity (see Experimental procedures). The distribution of these informative voxels is shown in Table II .
DISCUSSION
This study investigated the neural modulatory effects of semantic familiarity on the audiovisual integration of facename pairs. In the fMRI experiment, semantic familiar/ unfamiliar stimuli were presented under visual-only (facial images), auditory-only (spoken names), and audiovisual conditions (familiar congruent, familiar incongruent or unfamiliar face-name pairs), and the subjects reported the stimuli as either familiar or unfamiliar. To assess the Reproducibility indices (means and standard errors across all subjects). First row: the reproducibility curves with respect to the numbers of selected voxels for the AV-fami-cong-unfami, AV-fami-incongunfami, V-fami-unfami, and A-fami-unfami runs. Second row: the reproducibility results obtained with 1,600 selected voxels. The asterisks indicate significant differences (P < 0.005, corrected). Left: familiar stimuli (facial images in the V-fami-unfami, names in the A-fami-unfami, congruent face-name pairs in the AV-fami-cong-unfami, and incongruent face-name pairs in the AV-fami-incong-unfami runs). Right: unfamiliar stimuli (facial images in the V-fami-unfami, names in the A-fami-unfami, face-name pairs in the AV-fami-cong-unfami, and face-name pairs in the AV-fami-incong-unfami runs). We used as a reproducibility index to assess the similarity of two fMRI activity patterns elicited by the stimuli, where u is the angle between the two pattern vectors. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] semantic information related to familiarity encoded in the brain, we decoded the familiarity categories and calculated the reproducibility indices of brain patterns for semantically familiar and unfamiliar stimuli in each stimulus condition using an MVPA on the fMRI data.
Behavioral Results
The behavioral results in terms of response accuracy revealed no significant differences amongst the V-famiunfami, A-fami-unfami, AV-fami-cong-unfami, and AV-famiincong-unfami conditions, likely because each stimulus was presented four times, the subjects had sufficient time to make a judgement, and all of the tasks were easy. Although no behavioral benefits were observed under any audiovisual condition, the fMRI results indicated that audiovisual integration occurred for familiar congruent and unfamiliar face-name pairs (Fig. 3) . Notably, although the task was relatively easy, the fMRI results discussed below showed that the neural representations of familiar face-name pairs were processed more efficiently than those of any other face-name pairs. In the behavioral experiment, we added noise to the visual and auditory stimuli and reduced the number of stimulus repetitions in each trial. Under those conditions, the behavioral benefits of audiovisual integration became apparent.
Sensory-Level Audiovisual Integration of the Familiar Congruent and Unfamiliar Face-Name Pairs
The neural mechanisms of audiovisual integration have previously been investigated using neuroimaging techniques, and several brain regions including the pSTS/MTG have been identified as heteromodal areas [Bushara et al., 2003; Calvert et al., 2000; Frassinetti et al., 2002] . Specifically, increased neural activity has been observed in the pSTS/MTG when audiovisual congruent stimuli were compared with visual-only and auditory-only stimuli. By contrast, enhanced neural activity in the pSTS/MTG might indicate the occurrence of audiovisual integration [Bushara et al., 2003; Calvert et al., 2000; Calvert and Thesen, 2004; Frassinetti et al., 2002; Macaluso and Driver, 2005] . Furthermore, the pSTS/MTG generally acts as a presemantic, heteromodal region for processing crossmodal perceptual features [Taylor et al., 2006b) ; that is, the audiovisual integration in the pSTS/MTG generally occurs at the sensory level. In our experiment, we observed increased fMRI activity in the pSTS/MTG for both familiar congruent and unfamiliar face-name pairs (Fig. 3A ,B,D-F,H), suggesting that audiovisual integration occurs at the sensory level. However, no increased fMRI activity in the pSTS/MTG was observed for familiar incongruent face-name pairs (Fig. 3C,G) , suggesting that no audiovisual integration occurred.
Modulatory Effects of the Semantic Familiarity of Stimuli on the Audiovisual Integration of Face-Name Pairs
We showed that familiar congruent face-name pairs modulated neural activities. The results shown in Figure 4 indicate that the decoding accuracy rate calculated from the fMRI data was significantly higher in the AV-famicong-unfami condition than in the visual-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions. This increased decoding accuracy was not observed in the AV-fami-incong-unfami condition. Furthermore, our results showed a significantly improved reproducibility index for the brain patterns of familiar congruent face-name pairs compared with the brain patterns of facial images or auditory names alone. Reproducibility was not improved for the brain patterns of familiar incongruent or unfamiliar face-name pairs (Fig. 5) . In the audiovisual conditions, audiovisual integration occurred for familiar congruent and unfamiliar face-name pairs but not familiar incongruent face-name pairs (Fig. 3) . Together, the results indicate different effects of audiovisual integration for familiar congruent and unfamiliar facename pairs. That is, the audiovisual integration of the familiar congruent face-name pairs but not the unfamiliar face-name pairs improved the reproducibility of the corresponding brain patterns and resulted in improved differentiation between the two classes of brain patterns corresponding to the familiar congruent and unfamiliar categories. This result might be because the audiovisual integration of familiar congruent face-name pairs occurred at both the sensory and semantic levels, whereas the audiovisual integration of unfamiliar face-name pairs occurred only at the sensory level. Overall, neural representations in the brain were improved only for the familiar audiovisual congruent stimuli compared with the visualonly and auditory-only stimuli.
In this study, we used both the decoding accuracy and the reproducibility index to assess the neural representations of stimuli. The decoding involved the discrimination between two classes of brain patterns that corresponded to familiar vs. unfamiliar stimuli. For a class of brain patterns, a larger average reproducibility index indicates the higher similarity of these brain patterns and implies more consistent fMRI data, which is useful for decoding. Thus, the decoding accuracy and the reproducibility index are associated with each other. However, an obvious difference exists between decoding accuracy and the reproducibility index. Specifically, the decoding accuracy cannot depict the characteristics of each class of brain patterns; however, the reproducibility indices may reflect different similarities for two classes of brain patterns. In this study, our results indicated that the decoding accuracy was higher for the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition than for the V-fami-unfami, A-fami-unfami, or AV-fami-incong-unfami condition. Furthermore, a comparison of the AV-famicong-unfami condition with the V-fami-unfami, A-famiunfami and AV-fami-incong-unfami conditions revealed that the reproducibility of brain patterns was enhanced for familiar congruent face-name pairs. The reproducibility indices of the brain patterns associated with the unfamiliar stimuli did not significant differ amongst these experimental conditions. Therefore, the high decoding accuracy in the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition primarily originated from the enhanced reproducibility of the brain patterns associated with the familiar congruent face-name pairs and not the unfamiliar pairs.
Brain Areas Informative for Discriminating Familiarity in the Audiovisual Condition With Familiar Congruent and Unfamiliar Face-Name Pairs
Using the data collected during the AV-fami-congunfami run, we localised the voxels that were informative for decoding familiarity, which were distributed across different brain areas (Table II) . Several brain regions including the left fusiform gyrus (FG), bilateral STG, bilateral MTG, left posterior cingulate gyrus, bilateral precuneus, right medial frontal gyrus, and right inferior frontal gyrus were involved in decoding the familiarity category.
Our results are partially consistent with previous evidence related to facial processing, as described below. First, functional neuroimaging studies have identified several brain regions in the occipital and temporal areas, including the FG, inferior occipital gyrus, and STS, which are active during the perception of familiar and unfamiliar faces [Halgren et al., 1999; Hoffman and Haxby, 2000] . Furthermore, both faces and names activate several brain areas including the middle frontal lobe and precuneus spreading to the posterior cingulate cortex [Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998 ]. Second, in addition to common face-selective regions, familiar faces can activate the amygdala, r Li et al. r r 4344 r hypothalamus, posterior cingulate cortex, medial frontal cortex, and right hippocampus [Leveroni et al., 2000; Pierce et al., 2004; Sugiura et al., 2001] , which are associated with representations of semantic information about an individual (e.g., name, occupation, interests, and place of origin; [Gobbini and Haxby, 2007] . In addition, familiarity, regardless of modality (i.e., face or voice), activates areas in the paracingulate gyrus, which is suggested to be a multimodal "familiarity-checking" processor [Shah et al., 2001] . The increased activity in the bilateral posterior cingulate gyrus has been attributed to increases in familiarity with faces [Kosaka et al., 2003] . Third, in each trial of the AV-fami-cong-unfami run, the repeated presentation of unfamiliar stimuli might have been involved in the formation of new face-name associations. The learning of new visual face-name associations is supported by a distributed network of brain regions that includes the orbital frontal gyrus and medial frontal gyrus [Sperling et al., 2001] . These brain areas were also activated in our experiment (Table II) , although we used audiovisual face-name pairs. The integration of unfamiliar sounds and images and familiar incongruent materials involves the inferior frontal regions, whereas the integration of familiar sounds and images is correlated with pSTS activation [Hein et al., 2007] . Furthermore, audiovisual integration in the inferior frontal regions might subserve the learning of associations between AV object features that, once learned, are integrated in the pSTS [Hein et al., 2007] . In our experiment, the pSTS was also involved in audiovisual integration at the sensory level regarding the unfamiliar face-name pairs, possibly because the degree of familiarity was much higher for unfamiliar face-name pairs than for the unfamiliar artificial stimuli used by Hein et al. [2007] .
Our results could be incorporated into the Interactive Activation and Competition (IAC) model of personal recognition [Burton et al., 1990 ]. Bruce and Young developed an information-processing model [Bruce and Young, 1986] in which the recognition of a familiar face is achieved through the initial structural processing of the face and subsequent stages of identity-information and name retrieval. Burton et al. extended this model and proposed the IAC model of personal recognition, which includes face-recognition units (FRUs), name input units, personal identity nodes (PINs), and semantic information units. An individual's face, voice, or written or spoken name might activate PINs. The IAC model was extended, and several variants were proposed by incorporating name [Valentine et al., 1991] and voice recognition [Ellis et al., 1997; Stevenage et al., 2012] . It is common in these models that face, name and voice processing are attributed to separate yet parallel pathways with interactions and information transfers between these pathways [Belin et al., 2004; Blank et al., 2015; Campanella and Belin, 2007] . The interactions between the face and voice pathways might be reflected during the audiovisual integration of faces and voices. Furthermore, two neural mechanisms underlie the audiovisual integration of faces and voices [Campanella and Belin, 2007] . One such mechanism is the recruitment of supramodal convergence regions, including the bilateral posterior STS regions that are most likely involved in general audiovisual integration, and additional regions such as the amygdaloid complex for affective information as well as the precuneus/retrosplenial cortex and anterior temporal lobe regions for identity information. Another mechanism is the multimodal influence on "unimodal" processing stages, which are implemented via direct anatomo-functional coupling between unimodal cortical processing modules and/or feedback projections from the heteromodal cortex. The current study considered audiovisual person recognition based on face-name pairs and explored the neural correlates of the corresponding audiovisual semantic integration. Our results might be explained within the person-recognition framework described above. First, we observed that neural representations of familiar congruent face-name pairs but not familiar incongruent and unfamiliar pairs were enhanced and enriched compared with those of visual-only faces or auditory-only names. This enhancement effect might be the result of interactions between the face and name pathways in the brain. We previously revealed similar findings for faces and voices [Li et al., 2015] ; that is, the audiovisual integration of the face and voice enhanced the neural representations of features of an individual that were selectively attended to (such as gender-or emotion-related features).
Familiar faces are represented by rich visual semantic and emotional codes that support nearly effortless perception and recognition. Our superior ability to recognize familiar faces compared with unfamiliar faces most likely stems from differences in the quality and richness of our neural representations of these faces [Natu and O'Toole, 2011] . This phenomenon might also apply to familiar names. Furthermore, for a semantically familiar and congruent audiovisual face-name pair, the association has been established throughout an individual's learning history [Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008] . These rich neural representations and associations might underlie the effective audiovisual semantic integration of the familiar and congruent face-name pairs demonstrated in this study. When people are presented with unfamiliar audiovisual facename pairs, an association between the visual and auditory stimuli is gradually established through learning. In this case, audiovisual interactions at the sensory level also occur (see Fig. 3) ; however, audiovisual integration is not effectively implemented at the semantic level because of the absence of semantic information or the association between visual and auditory stimuli.
Effective Decoding of Familiarity of Face-Name Pairs
Our results showed that the average decoding accuracy was 83.2 6 2.3% in the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition (Fig. 4) . Human faces share many common features. The overlap of features makes it difficult to discriminate between the different semantic categories related to faces (e.g., old vs. young, male vs. female, and so on) using fMRI signals [Taylor et al., 2006a] . For instance, [Haxby et al., 2011] presented a high-dimensional model of the representational space in the human ventral temporal (VT) cortex, and the response-pattern vectors (measured using fMRI) from individuals' voxel spaces were mapped onto this common model space. The results showed that, based on fMRI signals, the classifier distinguished human faces from nonhuman animal faces as well as monkey faces from dog faces but not human female from human male faces. Axelrod and Yovel systematically explored the role of face-selective areas in the recognition of famous faces using an MVPA and showed that the fusiform face area (FFA) was the only region where face identities could be discriminated based on multivoxel patterns [Axelrod and Yovel, 2015] . An average decoding accuracy of approximately 60% was obtained when discriminating two famous faces. Using fMRI and an MVPA, Anzellotti et al. investigated where tolerance across viewpoints is achieved in the human ventral stream and showed that occipitotemporal cortex and anterior temporal lobe do not merely represent specific images of faces; but also the identity information with tolerance for image transformations [Anzellotti et al., 2013] . In their analyses, linear SVM classifiers were trained to discriminate two face identities, and the decoding accuracy rates significantly higher than chance level (50%) were achieved; however, they ranged from 55% to 57%. Our high decoding accuracy rate associated with the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition most likely did not originate from double dipping in the pattern analysis because of the following reasons. (i) Double dipping in the pattern analysis generally occurs when an overlap exists between the training and test data. In our MVPA, the training data, which were used for feature selection and classifier training, and the test data for each fold of cross-validation were nonoverlapping (see Fig. 2 ). This setting avoided double dipping. (ii) The decoding accuracy rates obtained using the same MVPA were not high for the V-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions (63.9 6 3.5% and 60.4 6 2.3%, respectively). In addition, we performed 20 permutation tests. In each permutation, we applied the same MVPA to the fMRI data from the AVfami-cong-unfami condition with the randomly assigned labels. The obtained average decoding accuracy rate (52.06 6 2.59%) was not significant higher than chance (i.e., 50%; P > 0.05). These results demonstrated that double dipping did not exist with regard to our MVPA. Otherwise, we would have obtained high decoding accuracy rates in the V-fami-unfami and A-fami-unfami conditions as well as in the 20 permutations using the same MVPA.
In each experimental run/condition of the current study, the subjects were instructed to judge the familiarity categories of the stimuli (familiar vs. unfamiliar) whilst the fMRI data were collected. Our MVPA of each experimental run decoded the familiarity categories of the stimuli from the collected fMRI data. Some association might exist between the difficulty of the experimental task and the decoding accuracy. For instance, if discriminating two categories is difficult behaviorally, then the corresponding decoding accuracy based on the fMRI data is generally low. According to our behavioral results, subjects found it significantly easier to distinguish familiar congruent face-name pairs from unfamiliar face-name pairs compared with all other conditions. Our MVPA also obtained the highest decoding accuracy for the AV-fami-cong-unfami run. Of course, it is not easy to establish an explicit relationship between the difficulty of an experimental task and its corresponding decoding accuracy. However, our MVPA did not decode the difficulty of the familiarisation task because we did not distinguish or compare two experimental conditions of different difficulties in the separate decoding performed for each experimental run/condition. Furthermore, we calculated the average percent signal changes at informative or randomly selected voxels and compared these average percent signal changes across different experimental conditions. The results showed that the improvement of the decoding accuracies in the AV-fami-cong-unfami condition, compared with the other conditions, was not the result of general differences of overall activity amongst these experimental conditions (Supporting Information).
CONCLUSIONS
This study explored the modulatory effect of the semantic familiarity of face-name pairs on audiovisual integration. Our GLM analysis indicated that audiovisual integration occurred for both familiar congruent and unfamiliar facename pairs but not for familiar incongruent face-name pairs. Furthermore, an MVPA revealed that the neural representations of semantically familiar congruent face-name pairs were enhanced compared with visual-only facial images and auditory-only names. This enhancement effect was not observed for unfamiliar or familiar incongruent pairs. In the Supporting Information section, we show that this modulatory effect of semantic familiarity with regard to congruent stimuli in audiovisual integration might have arisen from an enhanced functional connectivity that influences information flow from the heteromodal bilateral perirhinal cortex to the brain areas that encode familiarity. In the future, we will consider other types of audiovisual stimuli and extensively explore semantic information exchange across visual and auditory modalities to test and expand our conclusions.
